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OVERVIEW

Congratulations!
We thank you for sharing your expertise with Cision’s
audience through our content marketing program. We’re
delighted to have you! Here are a few guidelines to help
you get started, so you can create amazing, compelling
content that promotes you as a thought leader in our
industry and helps add your unique voice to our brand
narrative. We look forward to working with you.
Regards,

Annemaria Nicholson

Director of Social Media, Content & Community
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OVERVIEW
MEET THE TEAM

TOPICS WE COVER

		ANNEMARIA NICHOLSON

CISION COMMUNICATIONS CLOUD®

		ANNEMARIA.NICHOLSON@CISION.COM
		

DIRECTOR OF SOCIAL MEDIA, CONTENT & COMMUNITY

		TONY HARDMAN
		ANTHONY.HARDMAN@CISION.COM
		

CONTENT MARKETING MANAGER, VIDEO LEAD

		BRUCE KENNEDY

IDENTIFY INFLUENCERS
Media Outlets
Media Database
Media Relations
Pitching Tips

		BRUCE.KENNEDY@CISION.COM

CRAFT CAMPAIGNS

		

Press Release / News Distribution

SOCIAL MEDIA MANAGER

Newsworthiness/Credibility
		MELISSA MEYER
		MELISSA.MEYER@CISION.COM
		

MANAGER, CANADA CONTENT, SOCIAL MEDIA

		& COMMUNITY

OUR MISSION STATEMENT
Cision’s content marketing goal is to highlight the importance, power and
opportunity presented by earned media. To do this we want our content to:

•• educate the industry, clients and potential buyers

Press Release Optimization
Content Marketing
Multimedia Content Creation
Visual Storytelling
Multichannel Promotion
Multicultural Communications
International Communications
Content Discoverability (SEO)
Social Media

•• increase brand awareness
•• establish thought leadership
•• drive demand for all of Cision’s products and services by telling one
unified global brand narrative.
It will position Cision as the world’s best-in-class software provider of
monitoring, targeting, creation, distribution and analytics services.

MEASURE IMPACT
Sentiment
Insights
Media Monitoring
Media Analytics
Measurement/Reporting

WHO WE WRITE FOR
(Our Audience of Media Influencers,
Communicators and Marketers)
CMO / CCO
VP of Comms
Director of Comms
Public Relations Manager
Agency-Specific
Investor Relations
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DIVERSITY & INCLUSION
CONTENT BEST PRACTICES
•• Be aware of how diverse audiences perceive messages.

•• Word choice matters. Avoid biased language and

Creating content from a singular viewpoint and experience

divisive words that reinforce stereotypes, demean other

may unintentionally reinforce bias. When seeking sources

people and are not inclusive. Be sensitive to differences

or contributors for a story, strive for a range of diverse voices,

and consciously choose inclusive language such as gender-

perspectives and experiences. This ensures your content is

inclusive pronouns.

inclusive and truly reflective of diverse audiences.

•• Intentionally being inclusive and equitable with images
is just as important. Unfortunately, many stock images
available also reinforce stereotypes of women in the
workforce. Men in these photos are often depicted as the
“leader” and women as the subordinates.

•• Choose photos, images and graphics that complement
diverse storytelling. Strive to ensure your photo selection

•• Try to avoid slang words/phrases and regional
colloquialisms/expressions that may be misinterpreted
or even considered offensive.

•• Avoid references and greetings specific to a religion,
such as religious holidays that are celebrated by people
of different cultures and backgrounds. Unless all religions
are acknowledged, avoid specific greetings such Merry
Christmas and Happy Hanukkah.

is inclusive such as a fair balance of people with diverse skin
tones, people with disabilities and non-disabled people,
equal images of men and women and gender balanced
leadership portrayal.

SOCIAL MEDIA BEST PRACTICES
In addition to following the inclusive content marketing
guidelines mentioned above, we should intentionally strive
to be inclusive on social media posts as well.
When writing global content, be aware of your multinational
audiences and their time zones. A simple ‘Good Morning’ is
not inclusive.
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TACTICAL
BLOG POSTS - WHAT TO SUBMIT
Our primary audience includes some of the most sophisticated

Tips – if you are used to writing shorter posts, try building a

PR and Marketing professionals in the business. That’s why we

series of posts around the same theme and then putting them

want our content to be held to a higher standard. Your goal, as a

together in sections to create a high quality piece.

Cision blog contributor, is to inspire, entertain and educate. We
expect to see relevant, multimedia-rich, engaging content.

Snap Agency’s take: “If you really capture people’s attention
with images, videos, infographics, bullet points and rich

We love variety. We love links. We love passion. And, above all,

information – and keep them reading with 2,500 words of

we love creativity and would love to see you experiment with

content that’s rich in information – you get a lower bounce

different formats, especially those that complement the story

rate with higher engagement. Time spent on page is a signal

you are trying to tell. The days of only publishing a 500-word

to Google that people didn’t just bounce back to the search

blog post are long gone. So don’t be afraid to try something a

results, and thus you’re rewarded: their algorithm updates to

little different and have fun with it!

favor pages that indicate they were what the searcher was

Guidelines: All posts must be original work – unpublished

looking for.”

elsewhere, with any references or sources properly cited.
Content submission: Please submit blog posts via
Microsoft Word.

RESOURCES
Read more at: https://www.snapagency.com/blog/blog-posts2017-whats-best-length-seo and

Headline: 60 characters or less.

https://coschedule.com/blog/blog-post-length/

Excerpt/Summary: 160 characters or less – this should be a
teaser to get your audience to click on your post.
5 to 10 tweetable moments: This helps us to quickly create
images that highlight and summarize the best parts of your

To Ensure Your Byline: Send me Your WordPress username and
the email address associated with your WordPress account so we
can set you up as a frequent contributor.

content and share on more channels. Moments include stats, key
points, impact statements, powerful language, key takeaways.

Or if it’s a one-time thing:

Text length: Blog posts should provide a deep dive into a topic

Submit an author bio and preferred headshot:

and provide real, actionable, educational takeaways for your
audience. Google rewards long-form content – content that is
written in natural language, content that a human audience finds
valuable. Ideal blog post length is between 1000 - 2500 words.

•• Bios should be no longer than 50 words and should include
your name, title and link to your LinkedIn profile (OR Twitter
if you would prefer).

•• Please send the most hi-res version of a professional
headshot you have.

BLOG

•• Social profiles you want to include.
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TACTICAL
MULTIMEDIA AND OTHER
RICH CONTENT:
HEADER IMAGE:

•• If you’d like to create your own header image, please discuss
with us beforehand. Brand guidelines should be followed
and we reserve the right to adapt or use a different image
if needed.

•• Image specs: 840w x 450h pixels

PHOTOS/GRAPHICS:

•• Any photographs or graphics you want to include MUST be
yours or be free and properly licensed. Before submitting
multimedia that is not yours, please read these two articles:

••

How Does Copyright Apply to Online Images and What
Is Fair Use?

••

Best Practices for Source Attribution of Creative
Commons Content

•• If you are interested in creating your own graphic for the
body text, the dimensions must be 840w x 450h pixels. These
two blog posts outline DIY graphic design and how to find
free and properly licensed images you can use online:

••

14 Design Tools for Bloggers

••

DIY Design: 7 Effective Graphics Anyone Can Create

•• Instagram Collections: See our best practices on how to
get started!

•• GIFs: Ok to provide from giphy if relevant for your voice and

•• Embedded Tweets: that add to your story – great! Include the
link to the tweet (do not send embed codes) in the appropriate
section of your content.

•• Data points, references: Good blog posts should reference
external data points and articles that provide additional
substance to your story. As a best practice, reference only articles
from the current year or one previous year to make sure the data
from your story is fresh and relevant.

your audience

•• Videos: some recommendations – 1 minute or less or short
clips scattered throughout the post (recordit or screencast-omatic are good free tools)

••

Tips on length: Keep it short and sweet. You lose 33% of
viewers by 30 sec, 45% by 1 minute, 60% by 2 minutes.
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WRITING / EDITING
PROMOTING
BLOG PROPOSAL QUESTIONAIRE
When proposing a blog post topic, it’s important to keep in mind
the questions all informational writing must work to answer:
The who, what, when, why and how (we already have the where).
Exploring these questions, and their answers, will help you discover
and develop the story you want to tell in your blog post.

QUESTIONS FOR FIRST-TIME CONTRIBUTORS:
1. Who is the target audience for your blog post?
For most blog posts, the target audience will be multi-faceted.
Are you trying to reach current clients, future clients and other
prospects or leads? Is your post suited for PR Agencies, In-House
PR staff, In-House Marketing staff, C-Suite or someone else?
What level of expertise on the subject does your reader already
have (basic, intermediate or advanced knowledge)? The more
specific you get in considering who your audience is, the more
focused your writing will be.

2. What audience problems or questions are
you addressing?
People read blogs to be educated or entertained (and in
an ideal world, both). They are interested in learning how to
do their jobs better and easier, not actively seeking out an
advertisement. What tips, best practices or emerging trends
related to your area of expertise can you write about that will
solve a challenge facing PR and marketing professionals?

3. Why should your target audience care about this post?
A lot has been written on our and other industry blogs about
PR, storytelling and marketing best practices. What unique or
specific angle will you take to differentiate this blog post
from others?

4. When is this blog post best suited for publishing?
If this blog post is linked to a time of year (holidays,
earnings, etc.), please note that below. Although the blog
post will be scheduled at the discretion of the Marketing
department, any information you provide will be taken into
consideration when planning the editorial calendar.

5. How do you plan on telling your blog post’s story?
(Optional)
Will the blog post take the form of “top ten reasons” or a
checklist to doing something? Is there an analogy or hook
you plan on using to grab your audience’s attention? Do
you have any photos, graphics, video or other multimedia
you were considering including with the blog post? If you
have any additional information about your blog post not
provided in questions 1-4, please include it.
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WRITING / EDITING
PROMOTING
DOS AND DON’TS FOR WRITING A BLOG POST
The following dos and don’ts are guidelines for how you should write your blog post for Cision’s blogs. If you have an idea you’re
interested in writing about, email an outline of your blog post or fill out the blog post proposal questionnaire.

DO write about what you know. Authenticity and authority

DON’T be overtly promotional. People read blogs to be educated

are two of Cision’s leading principles. If you are interested in

or entertained (and in an ideal world, both). They are not actively

writing for Cision, you should write about what you’re an expert

seeking out an advertisement for our latest product. However,

in. Above are the defined personas and topics currently covered

they are interested in learning how to do their jobs better and

by Cision’s blogs. Each subject matter expert covers their

easier. What challenges are PR and marketing professionals

own unique area, so a typical SME will cover only one or two

facing? Provide them with how-tos, tips, best practices and other

personas and a handful of topics at most. The more targeted,

knowledge that addresses these issues.

the better the content.
DO tell a story. Although your blog post should get to your point
DON’T plagiarize. Plagiarism of any kind is not allowed on

quickly and clearly, you need to hook your readers’ interest. Use

Cision’s blogs. This includes paraphrasing another source

imagery, statistics, analogies and a distinctive voice or point of view

without citation or copying substantial sections of someone

to make your blog post interesting.

else’s writing to fill the majority of your article -- even if you
link to the source. A good rule of thumb is to quote no more

DON’T make the audience work too hard. Most readers don’t

than 1-2 paragraphs at a time. When citing another source,

have time for unwieldy articles that meander from topic to topic

include the originating author’s and/or organization’s name and

and large blocks of text. Use section headings, bullets and other

embed a hyperlink to the original source. Check out http://www.

formatting elements to break up your post.

plagiarism.org/plagiarism-101/what-is-plagiarism for more info.

DO stay on point and edit it down. There is no perfect blog post

DO showcase your expertise. There will be times when it’s

length – it depends on your topic. However, after you write your

appropriate to show your love for other brands or reference

post, go back, read it and edit out everything that isn’t essential.

third-party research, but you need to focus on positioning

You need a really good reason for long-form blogging. Long

yourself and the brand as an influencer. Don’t become too

form content can be done well, but your content has to keep

dependent on others’ expertise - it should be used to help

readers interested.

support the point you’re making, not dominate your article.
Identify what makes you an expert and be confident in that as
you write your posts.

DO write with a clear call to action in mind for the end. After
the audience sees this post, where should they go? Have a clear
direction for them to follow in order to maximize results.
DO promote it after your blog post is published. Read our
guidelines for promoting and republishing your blog content
before you share.
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WRITING / EDITING
PROMOTING
Unless otherwise stated, always use AP Style when writing for the Cision blog.

CISION’S VOICE
Our voice should entertain, inform and coach our audience to
make it easier for them to do their jobs.
We are not snarky, sarcastic or condescending. We are helpful,
professional and lighthearted. Cision is the assumptive leader,
but we don’t brag.
We are not lecturing, we are speaking as one of our audience,
as a member of the tribe. We are one of them. We share their
frustrations, concerns and issues. We’re in it with them. We

Simple and to the Point:
Cut through the clutter and write short sentences that get
straight to the point. Avoid overly complex or wordy sentences.
Bad:
“It’s common for public relations clients to have a specific idea
of exactly what topics they want to cover and which outlet
they hope to be featured in, and they are often skeptical when
presented with anything outside of that blueprint.”

understand the challenges, goals and roadblocks. We are

Good:

communicators and are talking to our fellow cohorts.

“It’s common for public relations clients to know the topics they

•• We speak the language of communicators, not the language

want to cover and the outlets they want to target. They are

of technology

•• We speak with our audience, not at them
•• We strive to be quickly and easily understood by our customers
Active vs. Passive Voice:
Writing in the active voice is always preferred.
A sentence in active voice will usually feature a subject that

often skeptical when presented with anything outside of that
blueprint.”
Write the Way You Speak:
Search engines reward natural language and customers
appreciate it. Content can be educated but word choices
don’t have to be complex. Avoid using unnecessarily big words.
Instead, choose simpler alternatives.

performs an action, a verb that describes the action, and an object

Vary Word Choice:

that receives the action.

Though words should be concise and to the point, word choice

Consider this example:
“The client emailed the press release.”
Client is the subject, emailed is the active verb, and press release
is the object. Now, notice what happens when the sentence is
changed to the passive voice:

should vary. Don’t use the same word several times throughout
a document.
Bad:
“This is a great example of how to write a press release. The
writer does a great job of grasping the reader’s attention.”

“The press release was emailed by the client.”

Good:

Here, the subject of the sentence is “press release,’ the passive

writer does a fantastic job of grasping the readers attention.”

verb is “was emailed,” and “client” is the object of a prepositional

“This is a great example of how to write a press release. The

phrase. What makes this sentence passive is that the subject,

Use the Cision Keyword Library:

press release, did not perform the action; instead, press release

Should you use the words “press release” or “news release,”

is what was emailed.

“platform” or “cloud”? We’ve built out one set of keywords

While both versions offer the same information, the passive

that should be used across all brands to help guide your

example is wordier and less confident. This is true of most

word choices.

sentences in passive voice. Sentences in active voice gain force

We’ll also provide guidance on words to avoid, as well as long-

and achieve concision by focusing on the doer of the action.

tail and voice search keywords to help enrich your content and

Active voice will help communicate confidence in our writing.

make it more readable and discoverable in search.
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WRITING / EDITING
PROMOTING
Avoid Clichés:

Using First, Second and Third Person:

Clichés are catchy phrases that are often overused. They

Like word choice, the use of personal pronouns can also have a

should always be avoided in favor of direct alternatives.

dramatic effect on how formal the perceived tone of the writing is.

Bad:

Good:

The point of view should change depending on the type of content

“Agree to disagree”

“Disagree”

being produced. For example, when writing a bylined article, it’s

“Pushing the envelope”

“Approaching the limit”

acceptable to use first person pronouns like “I” and “we.”

“Play it by ear”

“Choose not to plan”

“Last but not least”

“Last”

Make Your Words Matter:

It’s also appropriate to use second person pronouns like “you” and
“your” when speaking directly to the reader in a conversational tone.
The use of third person pronouns like “he.” “she,” “it,” or company

Write like every word matters. Don’t write like you’re being

names like “Cision” should be reserved for formal pieces of content

paid by the word. Use only what you need to get the point

such as whitepapers, sales enablement, collateral, case studies and

across. But, don’t be afraid to exapnd on ideas. We favor

research reports.

lengthy content that is heavy on meaning and short on fluff.

CISION’S TONE
Establishing guidlines for tone is difficult because it will shift
depending on the message being delivered in every slice of
content. To determine the right tone ask these questions:
1. Why am I writing this?
2. Who is the intended audience?
3. Is it relevant and engaging to the intended audience?
4. What do I want the reader to take away?
The answers to these questions will help identify a goal, and
from there you can choose the emotion you want to deliver.

Consistency is key – use either first, second or third person
throughout a content piece for the voice of the narrator. Don’t
switch halfway through. Consider the following example:

•• When writing a research report refer to a company in the third
person in every instance: “Cision surveyed hundreds of reports.”
Do not switch to the first person in subsequent paragraphs:
“We conduct this research every year.” In this example “we”
should again be “Cision.”
However there are times when you will need to use a variety of
personal pronouns. Following are some general examples:

•• If you’re writing content from the first person perspective (I, we)

Use the table below as a guide, based on the stage in the

and you want to give advice to the reader then you would have

funnel you are writing for:

to use the second person pronoun “you.”

•• Consider the following sentence:

GOAL

TONE

Create awareness

Humorous, fun, conversational, controversial

included in an earned media strategy.”

Fuel consideration

Helpful, questioning, informative, educational

In this example, “marketers” is used as a third person pronoun

Drive a purchase

Confident, authoritative, direct, professional

Build loyalty

Excited, humble, inspiring, optimistic

(Will differ by stage of funnel)

Use Precision in Language:
The precision of the words you choose is important for
establishing a consistent tone. Select words that clearly convey
your meaning. For example, you may distract a reader if the
content is conversational in opening paragraphs and formal
towards the end. Make a choice and stick with it.

“78 percent of marketers agree earned media should be

to introduce a statistic that adds credibility. After the statistic,
it’s acceptable for a writer to swith pronouns and speak directly
to the reader realted to the statistic:
“For this reason you should always consider earned media.”
This is a conversational way to structure an argument and make
the reader feel like you’re speaking directly to him or her.

•• Another example would be writing an article about an event.
You may write about your experience in the first person (“I”),
but then need to switch to the third person when talking about
a speaker (“he,” “she,” “they”).
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WRITING / EDITING
PROMOTING
SEVEN WAYS TO GENERATE A BLOG TOPIC
Like professional journalists, newspaper columnists and copywriters, effective bloggers are not allowed to have writers block. But
there are times when you know you want to post something, and inspiration hasn’t yet struck. If this happens to you, this document is
designed to give you some simple formula and starting points, when looking for inspiration for your next blog post.

1.

Follow the news — what has changed in the last 24/48

4.

hours or seven days?

Naturally, this relies on your archive (or, indeed, others) but

What has significantly changed in your professional world or

why not revisit an old blog post and update your thinking

elsewhere recently? What has surprised you? And why?

— if your views, or the market, have changed. Of course, you
shouldn’t just look at the content that interests you — which

As with all blog posts, you can make it more interesting and

content has had the best reaction in the past? That should

engaging if the post passes the ‘so what’ test.

be ripe for reappraisal or another chapter. Feel free to

In other words, ensure the content does not leave the reader

update, amplify and replay your greatest hits.

thinking “so what” when they’ve finished reading it.
Your audience needs to realize the significance of anything
you write and how it affects them and how they do their job.
If you think they might not appreciate the true importance
of what you are saying, then don’t be afraid of spelling it out.
Eg: “This is important because ...”
2.

History revisited — one from the archives

React to your favorite content — be inspired
The internet was built on the principle of linking and
bloggers should take advantage of that to fuel their writing.

5.

Masterclassing — following in your footsteps
Lists are good but, in blogging, guides are better. What do
you know best and do often? How can others do it and get
good results? Simply deconstruct the process — put it in a
step by step guide and show others how to do it. What are
your essential tips and tricks and what is best practice?

6. Interview — Q&A with the great and the good
Who do you want to hear from? Reach out and ask them

What content has inspired you or caught your attention in

for an interview. The easiest and quickest way of getting

the last few days? Tell us what it is and why it caught your

information across is in the form of a Q&A but quality, not

eye – did you agree or disagree with the fundamental points

quantity, is the way to ensure a good blog post.

it was making? What was that key point? And why did
you read it? This is a great way of engaging with the wider
market but it’s also a short cut to inspiration.
3.

Audience participation — ask them what they want
What do people want to read? (or, even, what do they not
want to read?) Ask peers, influencers and readers what they
might want to read about and why. This might also arise
from relevant conversation online — clearly, Twitter and
LinkedIn are great platforms for inspiration.
This sounds obvious but the obvious often gets results.

7. On location — get out and about and tell us where
you’ve been
One of the many great things about this industry is the
number of events — from networking to conferences — that
are on at any one time.
And, thanks to technology, you may not even have to leave
your desk — is there an interesting webinar or podcast that
you’ve been listening into? What did you learn and how was
the idea brought to life? This is a great way of bringing new
ideas into your writing.
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WRITING / EDITING
PROMOTING
PROMOTING YOUR BLOG BEST PRACTICES
Once your blog post is published, we encourage you to share a

You can also write what Andy Crestodina calls the “Evil Twin”

link to the post with your social and professional networks.

version of your post, which involves reimagining your original

Your blog may be syndicated across multiple Cision web
properties, as appropriate. Please share the Cision US or Cision
CA version of the post, when possible.
The following guidelines detail promoting blog posts via social
media and republishing content on LinkedIn, your personal
blog, or other websites.
If you want to share a link to your blog post, here are a
few ideas:
Cision shares any blog post over multiple social media channels,
including (but not limited to) Twitter, Facebook, and LinkedIn. If
you wrote a blog post or want to share someone else’s blog post
via your external social media channels, you can either RT / re-

topic from the opposite perspective. For instance:

•• The “How To” post becomes the “How Not To” post
•• “Top 5 Recommendations” becomes “Top
5 Misconceptions”

•• “Best Practices” becomes “Biggest Mistakes”
If you go with an evil twin version of your content, you should
include a sentence in the introduction referencing and linking
to the original post. Here’s an example: “In my recent blog post,
**Hyperlinked Title**, I shared 5 best practices for making the
most out of your social media analytics. Inspired by that, here
are the 5 biggest mistakes you can make with your social media
analytics.”

share PR Newswire’s social media post or write your own Tweet/
Facebook post/etc. with a link to the original blog post.
If you’re considering republishing your blog
post elsewhere:
At this time, you should not republish content in its entirety in
any other location.
Although you should not duplicate our content elsewhere,
it is ok to write and publish something about your post on
other channels.
Here are tips on how to repurpose your content:

•• Write a new, short introduction/description about the topic.
•• Include a link back to the original post.
•• Write a unique title for the new post.
•• If you want to expand on the topic of your original post,
you can outline what the original article covered in quick
bullet points.
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SOCIAL MEDIA GUIDE
HOW TO SHARE ON SOCIAL MEDIA
We encourage all contributors to sign up for the blog newsletter and share content on social media. Here are some tips to help you:
Twitter:

LinkedIn:

While Twitter has expanded posts to 280 characters, you

One of the most powerful networks for B2B companies,

should still be as concise as possible. People come to Twitter for

LinkedIn is the only social network that is business first and

quickly digestible content. While being creative with the extra

everything else second. Sharing long-form preview or even the

character limit is encouraged, it should not be an opportunity

entire text of an article in LinkedIn is encouraged. Engagement

to spam or needlessly elongate posts.

on LinkedIn provides valuable data on each person’s vocation,

•• Ideal Length: 1-2 sentences
•• Tag: co-authors, those mentioned in the post, people you
had previously discussed the topic with or anyone you feel
would find it interesting

•• Hashtags: Use one or two at most. While they make a post
easier to find for those looking for material on that topic, ask

seniority level and many more factors most websites hope to be
able to collect.

•• Ideal Length: 2-3 sentences to preview an article. No limit on
long-form content or original

•• Use copy different from the headline or meta-text preview
•• Consider LinkedIn is a platform focused on people’s careers.

yourself “could I read/understand this quicker without this

What does this post mean for their career? How will they

hashtag?” If it disrupts the flow of information, take it out. If it

benefit from it? How does it identify a problem they have?

adds context to your post, leave it in.

How does it solve that problem?

Facebook:
Organic reach for branded Facebook pages is a thing of the
past. In 2016 organic Facebook reach dropped to an average
of .01 percent for accounts with over 200,000 likes. Facebook

•• Tag co-authors or people mentioned or who inspired a post
How to repost your blog on LinkedIn, in addition to sharing
the Cision post:

prioritizes posts from friends and family over brands. That

•• Log into LinkedIn and go to https://www.linkedin.com/post/new.

doesn’t mean you need to spam your friends and family with

•• Post the entire text of your blog post

branded content but, if you have a Facebook audience that
engages about industry topics, it may be an effective channel
to share your brand content. A great example of this is industry
groups who discuss marketing, communications and earned
media regularly.

•• Ideal Length: Facebook has no ideal length for a post.

•• Add this sentence at the top of the LinkedIn post: “Originally
posted on Cision’s blog: INSERT CISION BLOG URL”

•• Use the header graphic from your original blog post or create
a new one

•• Tag appropriately per LinkedIn’s posting suggestions

•• Avoid click-bait. Facebook actively punishes click-bait. “You won’t
believe what happens next” post that have high clicks and high
bounce rates are not recommended by Facebook. They have
taken steps to reduce the visibility of these posts.

•• Consider including certain phrases that perform highly
on Facebook.

•• Tag relevant co-authors or people mentioned in the post only if
they appear to use their Facebook for professional means. If they
do not post about industry related topics or try to separate their
Facebook from their professional life (using variations of their
name, not listing their place of employment) they may not want
to be tagged.
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VIDEO GUIDE
WHY VIDEO?
Video adds an interactive human touch to the web experience and can be used to
communicate complex information in a matter of minutes.
Consider this: If a picture is worth 1,000 words then video is worth 1.8 million words.
TechCrunch reports that between April 2015 and November 2015, average daily video
views on Facebook doubled from 4 billion views per day to 8 billion.
And, in a recent study, Cisco predicts that consumer Internet video traffic will go from
64% in 2014 to surpass 80% by 2019.

WHAT KIND OF VIDEOS DOES CISION PRODUCE?
1.

Screen Capture Product Overviews

2.

Talking Head Videos

3.

Thought Leadership Videos

4.

Case Study Videos

5.

Animated Explainers

6.

Facebook Live Videos

7.

Brand Videos

WHAT KIND OF VIDEOS CAN YOU DIY?
1.

Screen Capture Overviews

2.

Talking Head Videos
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BEFORE YOU BEGIN
OVERVIEW
The following slides explain the steps to follow to create different types of videos.
Before creating a video, please send a description (pitch) of the video to Cision’s Senior Content Editor, Tony Hardman.
Also, if you need assistance, or wish to create something outside of the described scope, please coordinate with him.

LOOK GREAT ON CAMERA
When creating a video, it is important to remember that visuals can make a big difference. Some subtle changes will improve
the video quality and strengthen your message. Of course the content of your video is important, but don’t forget that your
audience is subconsciously interpreting how you look and it’s leaving an imprint. Following are some helpful tips to make sure
you are adjusting to look best in front of the camera:

1.

Lighting:

4.

Wardrobe

To start off, it is important to make sure you have a set with

Wear solid colors and consider moving away from neutrals.

good lighting or lighting equipment. Make sure the light

Try to stay away from patterns on clothing, especially fine

is directly facing you, not coming from overhead. This can

patterns (they appear to be in motion on camera). Make

cause large distorted shadows. If using studio lights place

sure there are no wrinkles, big logos or anything else that

them right above your eye line. Consider finding a spot with

is distracting on your clothing. Some interesting colors are

good natural light (not in shadow) as it has a wonderful

burgundy, rose, olive green, muted oranges, teals and light

effect of bathing you in brightness without over-saturation.

blues. These are just some suggestions; wear what you like
and most importantly what you are comfortable in!

2.

Camera Angle:
Make sure you’re not distracting your audience by using a

5.

Adornment:

strange camera angle. If you’re tall make sure that the lens is

Consider putting some focus on your makeup and hair (Men

right above your eye line. You want to appear to be looking

too, don’t be afraid to use powder to prevent forehead shine).

slightly upward or directly at the camera. This will create a

It helps you pop out from screen in your video and draws

conversational effect, making your video seem more natural

viewers in. Remember that it’s best when it makes you look

and relaxed.

good but is not too noticeable. Jewelry can be lovely, but
same rules apply. Keep it simple, not too flashy or distracting

3.

Colors:

in size. Again, be comfortable and be yourself. But also keep

Think about the environment that will be in your video

in mind that cleanliness and appearance help you look great

and then yourself. What are you surrounded by and what

on camera.

are you wearing? Analyze the colors and patterns. Make
sure it’s simple and try a couple test sequences. Keep in

6. Body Language:

mind that grays and muted blues are universally flattering

Have a confident and open posture. Be in a comfortable

as a backdrop. You can then mix it up with which colors

position and setting. Act as if you’re talking directly with your

you are wearing. Create some contrast but not too much,

audience live behind the camera. If you’re conversational and

complement rather than create disparity. Make sure you

confident, it will be much more captivating.

stand out from the background a little but not too much.
More information on how to Look Great on Camera.
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TIPS & NOTES
•• Sound is important, always try to capture the best sound you can.
•• Always use something like a tripod to steady the camera, shaky video can’t be accepted.
•• If the video is grainy, blown out, too dark or out of focus it can’t be accepted.
•• Watch other examples of videos you want to imitate as a roadmap to follow.
•• Stock video and music has to be licensed by Cision. The company has certain legal requirements
that prevents Cision from accepting stock images or music that hasn’t met those standards.

•• Read these articles for helpful tips:
•• Video Tips to Shoot Like A Professional Videographer
•• 7 Ways to Get Professional Quality Video from Your Smartphone
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HOW TO CREATE
SCREEN CAPTURE VIDEOS
1.

Think about what you want to communicate to the

5. OPTIONAL: Once your script is approved, you’ll want to

audience. If you’re demonstrating something in a Cision

record a video of yourself reading the script using your

platform, start by logging in and then write down every step

computer camera. Whether using a Mac or PC you should

of the task.

first copy an paste your script into free teleprompter software
such as: cueprompter.com.

2. Turn your step-by-step list into a script. For example, instead

Once you’ve loaded your script, practice reading from the

of writing: “Step 1: Select Influencers at the top of the screen

prompter and set a speed that’s comfortable for you. You’ll

and then click search.”

also want to practice reading ahead so that you can look

Write as if you were speaking to someone: “Hi Everyone, I’m

directly into the camera whenever possible.

Tony Hardman, a Senior Content Editor at Cision and today

If you’re more comfortable explaining the steps without the

I’m going to show you how to search for influencers. The first

prompter you can try that as well.

thing you’ll want to do is navigate to the top of the screen
where it says influencers . . .”

When you’re ready, start the recording and then go back to
cueprompter and click “start prompter.” Read your script as

Click here to view an example of how you should format

naturally as possible while looking directly into your camera

the script.

when you can.
Mac recording:

3. Submit the script to Tony Hardman for approval before
recording the video.

•• Open up QuickTime
•• Go to file and select “new screen recording” and hit record
•• Save the file to OneDrive when finished

4. Create a video screen capture of you completing every step
of the process you’re trying to explain.
Mac:

•• Open up QuickTime

PC recording:

•• Record using VLC (free software)
•• Or, try one of these methods

•• Go to file and select new screen recording
•• Start recording and save the file to DropBox when finished

Smartphone recording:

•• You can also record using a smartphone, but you’ll want a
PC:

tripod to set the camera up and keep it steady

•• Follow instructions from this PC Reviews article or, search
Google for free screen recording software

•• Start recording and save the file to Dropbox when finished

6. Send all the video files to Tony Hardman who will edit
everything together and upload it to YouTube. He will then
coordinate with you to get it posted on the blog.
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HOW TO CREATE
TALKING HEAD VIDEOS
You have two options when it comes to creating a talking head video:

•• Option 1 is to use your computer’s camera.
•• Option 2 involves using a smartphone or camcorder and tripod. Option 2 can be difficult if you’re inexperienced with
video, but the quality is better. It’s best to work with someone who’s done it before. You can also practice until you feel
you’ve got it right.

1.

Start by creating an outline of what it is you want to talk

5. When you’re ready, record your video. Don’t worry about

about. This would be the same process for creating a blog.

doing it perfectly. If you mess up, just stop, count to 3, take

Your outline should include:

a short breath and continue with your last thought. There’s

•• An intro

no need to turn the camera off and start over. These types of

•• 3-5 main points

mistakes can be fixed in editing.

•• Supporting information under each point
•• A conclusion

6. Once the video is finished, share it with Tony Hardman via
OneDrive, Dropbox or another filesharing service and he

2. Submit your outline to Tony Hardman for review/feedback.
Once your outline is approved. Practice talking through it.

will edit the video together and coordinate with you to
get it posted. Note, that stock video or other images may
be added to the video in post production to make it more

3. OPTION 1: When you’re ready, set up your computer camera

visually dynamic.

where you want to do the recording.
OPTION 2: When you’re ready set up a camera. A smartphone
camera is fine, but make sure it’s on a tripod that’s eye-level.
Here’s some inexpensive equipment you should
consider purchasing:

•• Lightweight tripod
•• Smartphone mount
•• Smartphone mic, option 1, option 2
When setting up either camera, check your lighting. You
don’t want it to be too dark or too bright. Natural sunlight is
ok, but don’t shoot too close to a window. Also, keep in mind
that the sun moves, so you’ll have to record quickly if using
natural light.

4. Once you’re camera, mic and lighting are set you’ll need
to test your equipment by stepping into the frame and
recording yourself talking. Then, play it back to make sure
you’re in the right spot, and the mic is working properly.
Note for Option 2: If you have to make adjustments to where
you stand, it’s a smart idea to tape an X down once you’ve
found the right placement.
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BE FEARLESS.
BE CLEVER. BE INSPIRING.
Create something of greater value than what currently exists.
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